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How to stimulate children through 
creativity and play in low income 

neighborhoods in Paris?



Early Child Development

Research has indicated that brain develops at a tremendous rate in the first few years – this 

rate is not repeated again. Our early life experiences determine the capacity of our brains. New 

studies now show that creativity and play can help in strengthening the capacity of the brain in 

early development.



Where we focused & why?
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More than 7 000

5 000 - 7 000

3 000 - 5 000

1 000 - 3 000

less than 1 000

Insee 2008

Flandres Neighborhood - Paris XIX
Nearly 1/3 families are large families (of more than 3 children)

29,2% people are under 18
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Unemployed parents
Paris average 14,6 %
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More than 18 %

15 - 18 %

12 - 15 %

9 - 12 %

less  than 9 %

Insee 2008

Unemployment 18.8% compared to 12.1% Paris overall

Flandres Neighborhood - Paris XIX



Flandres Neighborhood - Paris XIX
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Average income
Paris average 34 700 €
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More than 70 000 €

55 000 - 70 000 €

40 000 - 55 000 €

25 000 - 40 000 €

less  than 25 000 €

Insee 2009

19,2% are low-income families compared to 12% Paris overall



Flandres Neighborhood - Paris XIX
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Childcare equipments

Creation

Extension

Buying up

Open to the neigborhood

Mairie de Paris 2013
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- 18.1% of children have difficulties at primary school compared to the Paris average of 12.7%

- Govern aids in this área  double the Paris average. 



Who we have learnt 
from?



Friederich Fröbel Maria Montessori

La Maison des Petits du 104

La Maison Verte



Key Insights - what we 
uncovered



Parents don’t have time to carve our extra time to play into their 

already over-planned routines

Sometimes its not easy for both parents and children to actively 

engage and learn through creativity and play 

Its important to develop something that ca be linked from outside 

the home activities and inside home activities?

Sometimes parents don’t understand link between creativity and 

development in other areas such as sciences or cognitive skills.

Buying toys at different ages becomes expensive



Children possess an incredible 
imagination that can be stimulated 

to help develop character and skills. 

Lego Foundation CEO Randa Grob-Zakhary said creativity and play allows 
children to Explore Experience & Experiment – all vital pillars in laying the 

foundations for them to secure a positive future for themselves.



Mealtime
is a challenge because...

Is a MOMENT to SHARE all along our 

lives.

Sometimes, a HARD DAILY MOMENT 

for parents

Lot of RULES are implicits NO MATTER 

the COMMUNITY you focus on.



How might 
we...



Encourage parents and children to interact through creativity and 

play?

Make this time easier – the parent-child relationship by spending 

time together, playing, eating... 

Design a solution that builds on creativity to foster development in 

other areas? 

Work out where the design solution can easily fit into already 

existing family routines and systems?

How might we...



Avoid the excessive use of TV and media during mealtime, and 

transform this into a parent-child daily time?

How might we...



How might we...

Approach mealtime in a different way so its more fun, interesting 

and doesn’t become a boring repetitive routine?



Take advantage of those rules to stimulate children instead of 

restricting them?

How might we...



The light bulb 
moment!



Our design solution

We would design a creative toy product that stimulates learning and can be used around 

the theme of mealtime. 

Mealtime: A universal shared time for families – removes burden of adding time

Toy: Incorporates creativity & Play

Learning: the product would be adaptable for complexity as the child gets older – one 

product for x number of years – cost efficient



To develop a creative toy product that acts as construction game and is adaptable in complexity to different ages 

of children. This would also allow it to be cost effective since one game could last for several years. The product 

would maximise its opportunities around family mealtimes - the most universal shared time between parents 

and children and would in turn decrease the burden of parents carving out extra time to already hectic lives. This 

shared time will also enable the development of the parent/child relationship through creativity and play while 

fostering development. The game itself lets children create their own rules and pieces, learn about food and healthy 

habits, and build the unimaginable.



Ideation phase



Ideation phase

+ Custom sticker



Ideation phase

Every TRI-O contains :

- 4 or 5 pieces of each represented food on the pyramid.

-  A triangle-shaped nap with the structure of the pyramid 

drawn. It will be used for kids to delimitate their playing 

area if they want, and also as guide to learn about the food-

pyramid.

- A set of blank pieces and stickers to create custom ones.

- A leaflet showing parents some ideas to use TRI-O, since 

easy exercises to do with babies, until complex structures to 

build with the pieces.





Ideation phase

As it is shown in the images avobe, TRI-O offers the 

possibility to play and interact at different levels :



Moving forward



There are two versions of the product, with just different packaging but the same content :

-  A “pro” version, for centers like Maison des Petits, where children can go to play, with a 
big pyramide-shaped, wooden packaging.
 
- A domestic version, with a normal pack containing the pieces and the pyramidal nap 
(the wooden structure would be too big for the small appartments of Paris)

* We have planned on using income from the initial ‘pro’ sales to fund 
the production of more domestic toys.

* We think one of the keys to success is a toy that teaches – its not just about being 
creative but parents will hopefully see the added value it possess for their children to learn 
new things as they work with the toy.
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